It may be advantageous in advanced gravitational-wave detectors to replace conventional beam splitters and Fabry-Perot input mirrors with diffractive elements. In each of these applications, the wavefront distortions produced by the absorption and subsequent heating of the grating can limit the maximum useful optical power. We present data on the wavefront distortions induced in a laser probe beam for both the reflected and diffracted beams from a grating that is heated by a Gaussian laser beam and compare these results to a simple theory of the wavefront distortions induced by thermoelastic deformations.
INTRODUCTION
Many optical systems contain transmissive components such as lenses and beam splitters. Laser power incident on these is partially absorbed by their substrates. At high powers, substrate absorption produces wavefront distortions through thermal-lensing and thermoelastic distortions. This is especially relevant for advanced gravitational-wave interferometers, [1] [2] [3] [4] which will require several kilowatts of circulating power at the beam splitter to obtain the required phase sensitivity. Both the generation and the handling of such high optical power will be challenging. Kilowatt-class laser designs for gravitational-wave interferometry based on Nd: YAG have been proposed, 5 and it is likely that lasers for this application will be a reality within the current decade. However, high laser power will produce wavefront distortions in both the beam splitters and Fabry-Perot input mirrors; these distortions are more likely to limit the circulating power in advanced gravitational-wave detectors than the available laser power. While advanced gravitational-wave interferometers will probably use some form of active thermal compensation to reduce the effects of laser beam heating-induced distortion, 6 it could be advantageous to eliminate the degradation caused by substrate absorption by using reflective rather than transmissive components. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The use of reflective optics not only eliminates substrate absorption and thermal lensing, it also allows for the use of substrate materials that are not optically transparent, thus increasing the list of possible materials available for this application.
In this paper, we present a model for the thermoelastic wavefront distortions caused by surface heating of reflective optics and compare it with experimental results for both the reflected and diffracted beams from a thermally loaded grating. We also make calculations comparing thermoelastic deformations of a surface-heated grating with thermal lensing due to substrate absorption in a transmissive beam splitter.
HELLO AND VINET'S ANALYSIS OF THERMOELASTIC DISTORTIONS
Thermoelastic distortions arise from nonuniform heating caused by light absorbed in the reflective and antireflective coatings on the surface of a mirror and in the mirror substrate. These problems were examined by Winkler et al. in 1991 13,14 using a simple thermal model of this effect based on dimensional analysis in gravitational-wave interferometers and produced estimates of the size of the effect agreeing to a factor of ϳ2 with the exact results previously obtained by Hello and Vinet 15, 16 and discussed below.
Hello and Vinet 15, 16 developed an exact result for the distortions induced in the surface of a right circular cylinder of radius a and thickness h, under thermal loading by surface absorption of a Gaussian light beam of 1 / e 2 ra-dius w, including both conductive and radiative cooling. In the steady state, the difference of the temperature field inside the mirror and the surrounding temperature field, T = T int − T ext , obeys the Laplace equation,
subject to the boundary conditions on the barrel ͑r = a͒, at the front surface (the plane z =−h / 2), and at the back surface (the plane z = h /2):
These dictate the balance between the power absorbed from a Gaussian beam of power P and spot size w with an intensity profile,
and the power radiated according to the StefanBoltzmann relation linearized in T, where ⑀ is the fraction of the incident power absorbed, Ј is the StefanBoltzmann constant corrected for the emissivity of the material, and is the thermal conductivity of the mirror substrate. The coordinate system, geometry of the mirror, and the orientation of the Gaussian heating beam are shown in Fig. 1 . In the analysis of Hello and Vinet, an exact solution for the temperature field is expressed as a Dini series, and then this temperature field is used to compute the thermoelastic surface distortions.
SIMPLIFIED ANALYSIS
Here, we develop a simplified analysis, which reproduces the results of Hello and Vinet for most cases of interest and is convenient for design calculations. The approximate computation is based on the observation that cylindrical mirrors of radius a Ͼ 2w and thickness h Ͼ 2w are expected in all currently discussed advanced gravitational-wave interferometers due to considerations of optical losses and mirror thermal noise. Under these conditions, we assume that the temperature and elastic distortions in a finite mirror can be approximated by the solutions for a half-infinite mirror out to radii where the intensity of the light beam becomes negligible, ϳr Ն 2w.
We have compared Hello and Vinet for gravitational-wave mirrors and reflective beam splitters of silicon, sapphire, and fused silica to our formalism. Over the range r Ͻ 2w, the two theories differ by less than 11% in the worst case. Figure 2 compares the two theories for different materials and optic sizes. For the case described in our experiment, where a = 12.7 mm, w = 1.1 mm, and the substrate is BK-7, the two theories differ by ϳ0.3%. For this paper, we have used our simplified theory and believe that for studying gravitational-wave detector design, when somewhat more accuracy than is obtainable with the approach of Winkler et al. 13, 14 is required, the simpler expressions shown here may be more convenient than the exact expressions of Hello and Vinet.
Our model uses the temperature profile in the halfinfinite optic to estimate the distortions in a finite-sized mirror. Normalizing the temperatures to a characteristic value,
according to T = T / T c , and expressing the spatial dimensions in terms of the laser beam waist w as r = r / w and z = z / w, the boundary condition for the front face given in Eq. (2) can be written
where l th = wl th = / ͑4ЈT ext 3 ͒ characterizes the relative importance of radiation versus conduction for removing heat from the illuminated region and is the only parameter in the solution for the thermal field. Appendix A shows that for a half-infinite mirror with a radiative boundary condition on the reflective surface, which is also absorbing a fraction of the laser light, the dimensionless temperature can be written
where, in this case, k is a dummy variable. For an ambient temperature of 300 K, fused silica with an emissivity of 0.5 such that Ј = 0.5 = 2.8ϫ 10 −8 W m −2 K −4 , the thermal length scale is l th = 0.46 m, while in sapphire, it is l th = 11 m, and in silicon, it is l th = 47 m. With a beam radius of w = 3 cm, we have l th = 15, l th = 360, and l th = 1540 for fused silica, sapphire, and silicon, respectively.
As shown in Appendix B, the temperature field of Eq. (6) can be used to calculate the thermoelastic surface deformations in both the r and the z directions using the relations for the radial and longitudinal displacements of the surface of the mass, u r ͑r͒ and u z ͑r͒, from Hello and Vinet, 16 which express the thermoelastic distortions in terms of the temperature field. It is convenient to normalize these displacements to a characteristic displacement,
so that u r ͑r , z͒ = u c ū r ͑r , z͒ and u z ͑r , z͒ = u c ū z ͑r , z͒. When the radiative contribution can be neglected ͑l th 1͒, universal functions result
where ␥ is Euler's constant, E 1 is the exponential integral function, and I n are the modified Bessel functions of order n. These expressions are adequate to analyze the experimental results presented in this paper, where a 1.1 mm heating beam on a BK-7 substrate corresponds to l th = 335. More accurate expressions valid for small l th can be found in Appendix B.
GRATING ILLUMINATED WITH A PARTIALLY ABSORBED GAUSSIAN BEAM
A diffraction grating with two real orders is functionally equivalent to a beam splitter, without requiring transmission through the substrate. Large, low-loss dielectric gratings capable of handling high power have been demonstrated, for example, at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 17 for stretching and compressing high-energy laser pulses. Several effects must be addressed before a grating can be considered for use as a diffractive beam splitter in a gravitational-wave interferometer. 10 The wavelength dependence of the diffraction angle couples laser frequency noise to beam pointing fluctuations; the spatial profile of the diffracted beam is in general elliptical; and thermoelastic deformation of the substrate affects the diffracted beam differently than the reflected beam. As discussed in Ref. 10 , using the grating near the Littrow configuration reduces the ellipticity of the diffracted beam, and the dispersion in the grating can be compensated for by using an additional grating or by double passing the grating to null the dispersion. The wavefront distortions on the reflected and diffracted beams imposed by the thermoelastic distortion of the grating caused by heating when a small fraction of the Gaussian light beam is absorbed in the grating surface are analyzed in Appendix C. For the undiffracted beam, only the axial distortions come into play, and the wavefront in the observation plane is written
For the diffracted beam, both the radial and the axial distortions are important, and the result is
͑10͒
The coordinates are defined in Fig. 1 , and k and k g ͑0͒ are the wavenumbers of the incident radiation and unheated grating, respectively. For the diffracted beam, we plot the distortion along x, the direction most affected by the distortion of the grating. Examples of the wavefront gradient calculated from these expressions are shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 3 shows the experimental setup used to study the effects of laser beam heating on both the diffracted and the reflected beams from a grating. A gold-coated reflection grating with a pitch of d = 568 nm on a BK-7 substrate (diameter 24.5 mm and thickness 10 mm) was illuminated with the output of an argon-ion laser oscillating at both 514 and 488 nm. The beam was normally incident and had a spot size of 1.1 mm at the grating. By measuring the incident, reflected, and diffracted beam powers, the absorbed fraction of the incident power was estimated to be 52%. No light was visible in transmission through the BK-7 substrate. The ion-laser power at the grating was controlled with a wave plate and a polarizer. The distorted grating was then probed using a 10 mW, 633 nm helium-neon laser beam that was expanded to a spot size of w probe = 2 mm at the grating with an angle of incidence of 30°. The gradient of the wavefronts of the diffracted and the reflected beams were then measured using a Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor 18, 19 at several different incident heating beam powers. Notice that for experimental convenience, we use two beams, one to heat and distort the grating and the other to probe the distortions.
EXPERIMENT
The Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor operates by passing the beam to be measured through a twodimensional array of microlenses and from there onto a two-dimensional detector array. The sensor measures the gradient of the wavefront of the light beam by determining the position of the spot each microlens focuses onto the detector array and comparing the spot positions to those of a reference measurement. In this experiment, the reference was obtained by measuring the positions of the focused probe beam spots when the grating was not illuminated with the heating beam. The heating beam was then turned on, set to a particular power, the positions of the focused spots were recorded, and from the changes in the spot positions, the gradient of the phase front at the microlens array was estimated. Measurements of both the reflected and the diffracted beams were made using the wavefront sensor at several different heating beam powers. Figure 4 (top) shows the measured phase gradients of the reflected beams at incident powers of 106, 158, 212, 265, and 315 mW while Fig. 4 (bottom) shows all of the data sets scaled linearly to an incident power of 315 mW along with the average of these scaled data sets. It is this averaged data that we will compare to theory. Figure 5 (top) shows the measured phase gradients of the diffracted beams at powers of 125, 259, and 310 mW while Fig. 5 (bottom) shows all of the data sets scaled to 310 mW and the average of these scaled data sets. Again this scaled and averaged data will be compared to theory.
We compare, in Fig. 6 , the averaged data for the re- Fig. 3 . Grating is illuminated with a heating beam whose power can be varied using a wave plate and a polarizer. The surface distortions are probed using a helium-neon laser and a ShackHartmann wavefront sensor. The probe beam is incident at 30°to the grating surface normal. figure. Because the distortion is a linear function of absorbed power, the data sets can all be scaled to the same power and then averaged, which is the plot labeled ‫.͒ؠ͑‬ flected and diffracted beams with Eqs. (9) and (10), using no free parameters. We see good agreement between the calculated and experimental wavefront gradients. Note that the reflected beam is only distorted by the axial deformations while the diffracted beam distortions are influenced by both the radial and the axial grating distortions because the pitch of the grating is no longer a constant across the grating surface. These distortions are even and odd with respect to the origin of the beam, respectively, so that their sum results in a slight asymmetry in the total wavefront distortion. What discrepancy there is between data and theory can be explained by our inability to precisely control the boundary conditions of the optic.
IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGH-POWER INTERFEROMETRY
The geometrical arrangement of the experiment described here in which the heating beam is at normal incidence to the grating and a separate probe beam is used is different from the geometry that will be used in a gravitationalwave interferometer where the incident and heating beams are the same. However, an estimate of the wavefront distortions that would be obtained in a gravitational-wave interferometer can be obtained for the case in which the incident and diffracted beam are near normal incidence. The rms wavefront distortion along the x 0 axis for the diffracted beam is written
, and a similar expression holds for the undiffracted beam. For a silicon grating and 4 cm beams at 1064 nm wavelength, the rms wavefront distortion for the diffracted beam is 2.8ϫ 10 −3 waves per watt, and for the undiffracted beam it is 1.9ϫ 10 −3 waves per watt. The material constants used in this estimate are listed in Table 1 . Thus, even with 1 MW circulating in the interferometer arms and 1 ppm absorption in the coating, a wavefront distortion of a little over 10 −3 waves would result. In comparison, consider a conventional fused-silica transmissive beam splitter limited by thermal distortion due to absorption in the substrate. This estimate can be made using the well-known expression for the temperature distribution in an infinite medium heated by a Gaussian beam of 1 / e 2 radius w and with an absorption per unit length a,
The phase front distortion after passing through a substrate of thickness L, neglecting end effects, is
Computing the rms wavefront distortion in fused silica, we find 0.42 waves per watt of absorbed power. Thus, all else being equal, a silicon reflective beam splitter could support approximately 150 times more optical power than a fused-silica transmissive beam splitter.
CONCLUSION
We have measured wavefront distortions induced on Gaussian beams reflected and diffracted from a grating thermally loaded by partial absorption of a Gaussian laser beam. The results are in good accord with simple theoretical expressions for the wavefront distortions. Our expressions for the radial and axial distortion of a grating or mirror experiencing surface absorption of a Gaussian beam agree to a few percent with Hello and Vinet when a Ͼ 10w. For mirrors and gratings appropriate for gravitational wave detectors where a Ϸ 2.5w, the expressions agree to within 13.7%. The expressions show that in a gravitational-wave detector, the diffracted beam can undergo distortions 50% larger than those experienced by the reflected beam, but that these are still several orders of magnitude smaller than would be experienced in a transmissive optic under similar conditions.
APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION FOR THE TEMPERATURE FIELD IN A HALF-INFINITE CYLINDER HEATED AT ITS SURFACE BY A GAUSSIAN LIGHT BEAM
After casting the heat diffusion equation in a form where we have nondimensionalized the radius r and the axial coordinate z to the laser beam spot size w and the temperature to a characteristic center-edge temperature rise T c , i.e., r = r / w, z = z / w, T = T / T c , where
the heat diffusion equation for the geometry shown in Fig.  1 becomes
and the boundary conditions are T ͑r → ϱ , z͒ =0, T ͑r , z → + ϱ ͒ = 0, and
where a characteristic thermal length l th is defined as
and l th = l th / w. 
The solutions of this equation vanishing at infinity are of the form exp͑−kz͒J 0 ͑kr͒, where for an infinite radial extent, the choice of k is unconstrained. To meet the boundary condition at z =−h / 2, we construct a superposition of the allowed solutions:
We now determine A͑k͒ by substituting the solution (A6) into the boundary condition (A3), interchanging the order of integration and differentiation, evaluating the expression at z =−h / 2, multiplying both sides by rJ 0 ͑kЈr͒, and using the orthogonality relation for the Bessel functions. We find
Noting that the integral can be evaluated as exp͑ −k 2 /8͒ / 4, we can solve for A͑k͒ and, substituting back into Eq. (A6) obtain the desired solution,
APPENDIX B: THERMOELASTIC DISTORTIONS IN A GRATING HEATED AT ITS SURFACE BY A GAUSSIAN LIGHT BEAM
Given a cylindrically symmetric temperature field T͑r , z͒, an integral expression for the radial displacement u r ͑r , z͒ due to thermal expansion in a right circular cylinder is, from Hello and Vinet, 
where u c ϵ T wT c /2͑ + ͒ = ␣͑3 +2͒ / ͑ + ͒ ⑀P / = ͑2␣⑀P / ͒͑1+͒, and we have neglected terms in the displacement that are independent of r since these do not contribute to the distortion of the wavefront.
Axial Distortion
Consider first the axial distortion, u z . Using Eq. (A3) for the boundary condition in the plane defined by z =−h /2, i.e., z =−͑h /2w͒, in Eq. (B4), we find ū z ͑r,− h /2͒ = ū z0 ͑r͒ + ū z1 ͑r͒/l th , ͑B5͒
where
After integrating the inner integral in the expression for u z0 , the outer integral is a standard form resulting in
where E 1 is the exponential integral function 20 and ␥ is Euler's constant.
Evaluation of ū z1 , is somewhat more complex. Inserting the expression (A8) for the temperature field into Eq. (B5) for ū z1 , and reversing the order of integration, we obtain ū z1 ͑r,l th ͒ = where the second form follows from a standard indefinite integral of the Bessel functions. It is not possible to integrate Eq. (B7) analytically except in the limit l th → ϱ. Noting that l th is generally large, and one factor of 1 / l th already precedes ū z1 in Eq. (B5), we consider this limit. The results are seen to be in good agreement with those obtained using numerical integration. Evaluating Eq. (B7) in this limit, we obtain
where the first form makes use of a Bessel function recursion relation, and the second and third forms are tabulated definite and indefinite integrals, respectively. Finally, inserting Eq. (6) and (8) into Eq. (B5), we arrive at the axial deformation to leading order in 1 / l th ,
͑B9͒
which is plotted in Fig. 7 for various values of l th . Empirically, we have found that the same asymptotic accuracy for large l th is obtained along with improved accuracy for moderate values of l th by replacing l th → l th + 1 in Eq. (B9).
Radial Distortion
The analysis of the radial distortion begins with Eq. (B1) into which we again insert the integral expression for the temperature field, Eq. (A8), to obtain where the second form is obtained by interchanging the order of integration and applying a standard Bessel function indefinite integral. In the limit l th → ϱ, Eq. (B10) can be evaluated analytically:
For large values of l th the universal (l th independent) function ū r,0 ͑r͒ is adequate to describe the in-plane displacements. Corrections dependent on l th can become significant for large beams on low thermal conductivity materials like fused silica. To address these cases, we can write Eq. 
͑B16͒
Up to this point, the analysis has been exact, but Eq. (B15) is not integrable in closed form. As we again are interested primarily in the large l th limit, and a factor 1 / l th has already been explicitly removed from u r1 , we evaluate Eq. (B5) in the limit l th → ϱ:
2 ͔͖͒ ր 32r .
͑B17͒
We have found only the leading behavior necessary to describe cases of practical importance. P is of less importance, as we generally are not interested in the simple tilt of the wavefront represented by the linear-in-r dependence. For completeness, we note that Eq. (B6) can be integrated exactly to yield
where b =1/͑8l th 2 ͒ and Ei is the second exponential integral function. where we have not inserted the result for P as the wavefront tilt is rarely of importance in practice. This function is plotted in Fig. 8 for several values of l th . As was the case for the axial displacement in Eq. (B19), we find empirically that the same asymptotic accuracy for large l th is obtained along with improved accuracy for moderate values of l th by replacing l th → l th + 1 in Eq. (B19).
APPENDIX C: WAVEFRONT DISTORTIONS IMPOSED ON GAUSSIAN LIGHT BEAMS REFLECTED OR DIFFRACTED FROM A GRATING UNDERGOING THERMOELASTIC DISTORTIONS
In this appendix, we use the Huygens integral to compute the wavefront distortions of the reflected and diffracted beams from a grating that is being heated by a second Gaussian beam partially absorbed at the grating surface. The Huygens integral is used to propagate the field from the grating surface to the observation plane. The phase front of the light beams just above the surface of the grating have contributions from three sources. First, the undistorted grating, second, the axial displacement of the grating surface u z ͑r͒, and third, the in-plane distortion u r ͑r͒, which causes the grating pitch to vary with position. The reflected beam is only affected by the axial distortion while the diffracted beam is affected by both the axial and the radial distortions. The source plane ͑x s , z s ͒ is contained in the grating surface where z s is parallel to the grating grooves and x s is perpendicular to the grating grooves while the coordinate y s is perpendicular to the grating surface as shown in Fig.  1 
The accumulated phase in the cosine term contains both the undistorted grating, and the distortions to the grating as parameterized by the strain du /dx, Using Eq. (C7) and (C9), we can now compute the wavefront distortions for the reflected and diffracted beams from the axial and radial thermoelastic distortions.
